Immigration and Cosmopolitanism
The two novels I consider here have a very strong sense of movement, space, and place, and each adds different meanings to these categories. Mengestu The character's alienation from white communities, African diasporic communities, and African-American communities marks Mengestu's contribution to our understanding of those "newly black Americans." Chude-Sokei argues that African immigrants "do not necessarily experience or respond to racism in the same way or share the same notions of identity or affiliation as African Americans." 6 Mengestu deploys images and metaphors of space to explore this in-between-ness and to highlight the competing demands on the African immigrant to assimilate either into white American hegemonic structures (signified in the novel by home and business ownership) or into African-American cultures.
7
Unlike Stephanos, who remains pointedly static during key scenes in The Beautiful Things, Julius is a keen and restless walker. Most of the novel details his wanderings around New York and Brussels while at the same time giving us access to Julius's meandering thoughts, triggered by the sights and sounds around him. His train of thought is subjective and personal, but it is made accessible through a dense web of references to classical music, Dutch painting, history, and literary and cultural theory. Where Stephanos seeks the company of other African men and sees hope in his friendship with a white 238 
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woman and her mixed-race daughter, Julius is mainly alone. Moreover, the few important encounters he highlights in his narrative are with people who are neither black nor
African. When a black taxi driver castigates him for his rudeness and tries to appeal to a bond of brotherhood between them, Julius resents and rejects the offer of racial solidarity.
The differences between the two narrators should, of course, be attributed to individual circumstances and the temperaments that their creators have endowed them with; however, they can also be understood in another way. Stephanos comes from Ethiopia, one of the few African countries that were not colonized during the "scramble for Africa."
Julius grew up in Nigeria with a Nigerian father, and he is therefore more typically the product of a postcolonial culture and education. Stephanos and Julius, in other words, can help us to understand blackness in the American city, not through the habitual lens of the African-American presence but through immigration from Africa and the legacy of postcolonialism.
Another way to frame the contrast between the two characters is to think of
Stephanos as an immigrant or a diasporic subject and of Julius as an Afropolitan. Susanne
Gehrmann notes that, in its simplest form, Afropolitanism is "a form of cosmopolitanism with African roots." 8 Since the publication of Taiye Selasi's "Bye-bye Babar" in 2005, which championed the term and hailed the 1990s as the decade of the Afropolitan's arrival on the world scene, the term has generated ongoing scholarly debate and controversy. Grace A. Musila, for example, argues that the need to define an African version of cosmopolitanism implies that ordinarily the African subject is excluded from the concept, while
Gerhmann outlines objections to the term relating to commodification and class bias.
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The differences in class, spatial mobility, and the consumption of culture that we can see between Stephanos and Julius do largely support those criticisms, although Cole's attitude to his protagonist remains contested, and it is difficult to determine the extent to which the author may be aligned with his fictional creation. Critical interpretations of Julius see him either as an embodiment or as a critique of Afropolitanism, whereas Mengestu's intimate portrayal of Stephanos is a reminder that the poor immigrant (unlike his trendy and photogenic creator) remains unvarnished by the glamor of Afropolitanism.
In terms of migration narratives, Stephanos is something of a riddle. His story is not one of a teleological journey from Africa to America, and while the beginning of the narrative finds him owning a small convenience store, his trajectory is downwards rather than upwards. What Mengestu does not make explicit is the extent to which Stephanos is complicit in his fate. For instance, it could be argued that, as an immigrant, Stephanos measures himself by the tape of a world that champions the immigrant success story. 10 He sees his present life in America as "a poorly constructed substitution" for the life he had back in Ethiopia, the place where, as he says, "everything I had cared for and loved was either lost or living on without me" (40) . These memories of a happier past both heighten his sense of loss and help to explain his ambivalence.
Julius is equally hard to read. He is fully aware of, and consequently appalled by, the oppression his country has suffered under colonial rule. His knowledge and understanding of colonial history enable him to see racial tensions in the United States as part of a transatlantic web rather than as a national problem. Yet he is also proud of his own participation in and celebration of Western culture, to which his colonial past has given him not only access, but also a stake: a sense that the forms of Western high culturemusic, painting, and literature-that he enjoys also belong to him. Whereas Stephanos is an underachieving convenience store owner, Julius is a successful professional. Unlike
Stephanos, Julius has a sense of entitlement that could be ascribed to his background and upbringing. As the inheritor of postcolonial legacies, Julius participates in a cosmopolitan project that questions borders and national narratives. For example, critics have picked up on the fluidity of his national identity. James Wood defines him as "half-Nigerian, half-German," while Miguel Syjuco refers to him as "something of an outsider" and "the In Ghetto Images in Twentieth-Century American Literature, Tyrone R. Simpson II argues that even though "the formal barriers of segregation have fallen, the economic and physical structuring of American cities in the late twentieth century have created a situation in which a large number of black and brown Americans continue to reside in depressed inner city neighborhoods." 16 Yomna Saber, meanwhile, observes that "blacks tell different spatial stories as they stumble upon spatial elements arising from issues of class, race and gender." She borrows the phrase "spatial stories" from Michel de
Certeau, noting how urban walkers "confer meanings on the itineraries they create for themselves." 17 Saber's formulation is the most useful one, because it helps to illuminate both the similarities and the differences between African-American and other black 18 The notion that the American city can conceal as well as reveal its past and its ideology is indeed central to both novels.
Washington, DC and Addis Ababa
Mengestu's narrator and protagonist tells a very complex and richly detailed spatial story. He lives and works in Logan Circle, and the setting becomes an important feature because the novel is, among other things, concerned with the benefits and perils of ghetto gentrification. The setting is also significant for its symbolic value. Logan Circle was once an area of big mansions and wealthy residents that later fell on hard times.
Stephanos explains its appeal, saying "I loved the circle for what it had become: proof that wealth and power were not immutable, and America was not always so great after all. The neighborhood, and by extension the city, had fallen, and every night I could see and hear that out of my window" (16) . Here, Mengestu uses urban decay to highlight his protagonist's status as a reluctant immigrant: rather than marveling at the splendor of the American city and working hard for the right to participate in city life, this character rejoices in the neighborhood's downfall because it mirrors his own lack of ambition, his pessimism, and his rejection of the American dream. In other words, the decline of Logan
Circle serves as a kind of confirmation bias for the narrator.
Critics read Stephanos' lack of ambition as indicative of the harsh conditions that immigrants have to face. Caren Irr, for instance, sees "a stagnant form of immigrant melancholia" in the novel's opening pages, though I would argue that the melancholia is best attributed to forced exile rather than to migration, since migration is generally seen as being driven by the desire for self-improvement. 19 Irr does not fully address Stephanos'
sense of agency when she observes that he and his "trauma-scarred" friends are "melancholically suspended in a strange geography," being "only partial occupants of the had chosen to open a corner store," he explains, "I never said that it was because all I wanted out of life now was to read quietly, and alone, for as much of the day as possible" One of the ways in which the author revealed the character's resistance to the idea that assimilation can be measured in material success is highlighted through his lack of mobility. The static parts of the novel successfully illustrate the complexity of a character who, perhaps, rejects certain opportunities because he feels he has been denied them.
Throughout the novel, Stephanos looks out of his window, at home and in his store. He doesn't walk much; he prefers to be an observer rather than a participant. That is true of his life in Logan Circle, but it is also symbolic of his reluctance to become American.
Chapter 3, for instance, opens with Stephanos being late for work. "There are those who wake each morning ready to conquer the day," he muses, "and then there are those of us who wake only because we have to. We live in the shadows of every neighborhood.
We own corner stores, live in run-down apartments that get too little light, and walk the same streets day after day. We spend our afternoons gazing lazily out of windows" (35) .
Here, and elsewhere in the novel, we see Stephanos going to work past the morning rush hour. We can examine his refusal to be part of the morning commuter crowd by As I walk through the circle I decide to stop and take a seat on one of the new benches across from General Logan to listen to the birds chattering away loudly in the trees. . . .
the birds cackle away in their treetops, and after watching them hop idly from branch to branch another half hour, I finally decide it's time for me to rise and join the forces of the working world. (35) (36) The birds symbolize and amplify the narrator's idle life, and also contain a Biblical reference: Stephanos does not have to embrace the American work ethic any more than the birds do. In Cole, as I discuss below, birds are linked to the narrator's sense of being in a permanent state of transience: of being in a place but not belonging there, of being en route, on the go, a natural migrant with no respect for borders.
The opening pages of the novel emphasize Stephanos as observer rather than participant, voyeur rather than flâneur. Just as his late arrival at work signals his reluctance to join the mainstream, his observation of street life through windows heightens his outsider status: he is inside looking out, as it were, but in reality he is outside looking in, looking into a city and a nation where he thinks he does not belong. That sense of exclusion extends to the passages in the book where we see Stephanos on the move.
Despite its emphasis on lack of mobility, the novel contains two significant passages in which Stephanos ventures beyond Logan Circle, traveling farther than the brief distance from his home to his store. The first episode takes place when a couple of white American tourists walk into his store. After a brief chat, he follows them as they walk west along P Street to Dupont Circle. A black man following a white couple is a racially charged image that speaks both of the black subject's exclusion from urban space and of the white desperate to get home after a brutal police interrogation, wants to run, but tells himself to slow down: "I knew that a patrol car would arrest any sprinting Negro they encountered." 22 The latter knows that he can't sit smoking in his parked car for long, because Pratt calls "imperial eyes," 26 using the kind of language that would be more familiar in a colonial encounter. The Ethiopian enclave is evoked in very different terms from Logan
Circle, but both spaces help to emphasize the margins in a city that stands for a nation.
Of all American cities, Washington, DC, is the one that best exemplifies what Arjun Appadurai and James Holston call "one of the defining marks of modernity": the linking of two "concepts of association-citizenship and nationality-to establish the meaning of full membership in society." 27 Washington, DC, is a city that is literally as well as metaphorically readable. Government buildings and other public structures bear inscriptions that openly instruct, in democratic English rather than obscure Latin:
from Union Station to the Department of Justice, the National Archives, and elsewhere, its architecture speaks to the citizens, instructing them on the values that make them
American and that make their country great: "The truth shall make you free," proclaims Union Station; "The place of justice is a hallowed place," says the inscription on the Robert F. Kennedy Department of Justice; and the National Archives proclaim faith in "the permanency of our national institutions." Paramount among these inscriptions is the engraved Gettysburg address alongside the imposing statue of Abraham Lincoln, the physical location of which reinforces the idea of a pilgrimage, the culmination of an urban journey. Stephanos recalls his early visits to the Lincoln Memorial as a time when he and his hopeful immigrant friends were seeking a space for themselves in the national narrative. Joseph had memorized the address, but later the friends stopped going because "reality . . . settled in" (47) . The reality for the nation's others is one of poverty, exclusion, and lack of opportunity; Stephanos' observation highlights the disjunction between an urban space that dramatizes American nationality and the reality of city life for the immigrant. The image that perhaps best describes his condition is not a journey, but his description of a street map, starting with P Street, which, "along with Rhode Island Avenue, Vermont 228), and the novel suggests that this is the closest he can get to feeling at home.
New York and Brussels
Open City looks at race and the city in different ways, and the New York setting provides identity. 28 Julius's flânerie, along with his cultured gaze, do indeed convey the image of a post-racial subject, but Cole stages a series of encounters that help Julius to appreciate that his perceived social status does not exempt him from racism.
Open City can be compared to other novels that deal with postcolonial triangulation, such as Jhumpa Lahiri's The Namesake and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie's Americanah, on the grounds that all these novels deal with postcolonial subjects who feel empowered rather than oppressed by the colonial legacy. In Lahiri's text, we see Gogol asserting his place in the world neither by aping a culture to which he does not belong nor by claiming a "pure" Indian background. In Americanah, there is a wonderful episode where the protagonist, Ifemelu, makes a conscious decision to drop her newly acquired American accent. Worried that she might be treated as a slow-witted foreigner by other Americans if she speaks with a Nigerian accent, she reassures herself that she can always switch to the beautifully enunciated British accent, taught to her at school in Nigeria, and use it as an empowering tool whenever she fears condescension. In Open City, Julius not only takes pride in his country's independence but also feels he has a rightful stake in his European heritage. This self-perception makes him feel superior to, but also isolated from, African-Americans. Julius projects upon the streets he walks his vast knowledge of Western culture and history. His reading of the city streets is neither African (meaning Both images relate to phenomena that transcend national boundaries, and both therefore
give an early indication of how Julius sees himself in relation to the city where he lives:
he is not American, but his presence there is as natural as the presence of the birds, and as easy in this technological age as finding a radio station from the other side of the world.
Starting from the novel's first page, his walks are described in intricate detail, giving texture and an almost tangible presence to New York City. More importantly, we are given full access to the meanderings of his mind during those walks. The narrator thinks about music, art, literature, and architecture, dazzling the reader with the depth and quality of his knowledge. However, his richly cultured and educated interior world highlights a discrepancy: the black man walking idly in the city is an object of suspicion or fear, so even though we know him to be a man of culture, erudition, and good taste, we can assume that this is not how others will see him. The constant movement in the novel can also be seen as a spatial metaphor, as a way of understanding the narrator's sense of not belonging in New York, or Nigeria, or anywhere else. Cole's narrator displays a heightened awareness of how he is perceived by others; although he does not see color, or African descent, or immigrant status as markers of his identity, he is aware that others in the city perceive him as though they were. Many of his walks center precisely on encounters that help both the narrator and the reader understand that narratives of urban life often rest on simplistic depictions of racial identity that efface the heterogeneity of residents' lived experience. Julius is, as Katherine Hallemeier notes, "cosmopolitan in his outlook and aesthetics." 37 His upbringing, his education, and his job allow him to adopt, in Hallemeier's words, the stance of "the economically privileged cosmopolitan intellectual." 38 This means that Julius's reading of Brussels is one predicated on the knowledge of history, literature, and aesthetic appreciation of architecture. At the same time, the emphasis on the poor immigrants he sees in the streets serves as a reminder that cosmopolitanism has its flipside: the poor migrant workers for whom global mobility is necessary for survival, rather than for cultural enrichment. Furthermore, Julius's "othering" gaze implies that he feels less black and less African than the migrants from a "sun-suffused elsewhere," Julius's ability to peel away the layers of urban space in order to see hidden histories is evident in both the New York and the Brussels scenes. Julius "sees" New York's colonial past, just as he sees Belgium's, and the informed gaze of the non-American black man creates a dynamic that is very different from the one we see in Mengestu's novel.
Stephanos sees in the streets of Washington, DC, an ideology that he cannot fully embrace.
He also sees evidence of economic decline rather than prosperity, and he sees streets, buildings and monuments that emphasize the ways in which the city excludes him, as a black man and African immigrant. Julius sees in New York a city that has thrived on reinvention and inclusion, yet he also understands that the city continues to exclude.
Above all, he sees a city that has the ability to change, to deceive, and to conceal. Similarly, in Bharati Mukherjee's Jasmine, the heroine learns that human relationships, the material reality around her, and her abstract notions of the country are deceptive: "In America, nothing lasts. . . . the monuments are plastic, agreements are annulled. Nothing is forever, nothing is so terrible, or so wonderful, that it won't disintegrate." 40 The illusory nature of America's promise to its immigrants also becomes evident to Julius when he gets off the subway at Wall Street and takes note of his surroundings:
My original impression of the grandeur of the space, though not of its size, quickly changed as I walked through the hall. The columns could have been wrought from recycled plastic chairs, and the ceiling seemed to have been carefully constructed out of white Lego blocks. This feeling of being in a large-scale model was only increased by the lonely palm trees in their pots, and by the few groups of people I now saw seated under the nave aisle to the right. 41 The impression that New York's financial center is built on appearance and illusion is further underscored by Julius's description of the Stock Exchange; lit from below, it appears to be levitating, more mirage than reality. Yet the reality of the power that money can have is also never far from the narrator's mind. On Wall Street, he notices "Black women in charcoal gray skirt suits" and "young, clean-shaven, Indian-American men." 42 The subtext here is that money fully flattens race distinctions: that these men and women, despite being racially "other," are entirely assimilated to U.S. capitalist culture. With this From where I stood, the Statue of Liberty was a fluorescent green fleck against the sky, and beyond her sat Ellis Island, the focus of so many myths; but it had been built too late for those early Africans-who weren't immigrants in any case-and it had been closed too soon to mean anything to the later Africans like Kenneth, or the cabdriver, or me. Ellis Island was a symbol mostly for European refugees. Blacks, "we blacks," had known rougher ports of entry: this, I could admit to myself now that my mood was less
impatient, was what the cabdriver had meant. This was the acknowledgment he wanted, in his brusque fashion, from every "brother" he met. 44 Whereas the Wall Street passage appears to suggest that money and a good job buy the racialized other access to the whitest parts of the city, the Statue of Liberty incident provides the historical context, which emphasizes racial divisions. Throughout the novel, this movement between the (almost) post-racial present and the racist/racialized past allows Cole to explore blackness in the city in all its complexity. In this, Julius is ably aided by Cole's intricate narrative structure. On the face of it, the novel is organized in an orderly manner: it consists of two parts, one with eleven chapters in it, the other with ten. Within this structure, though, Julius walks up and down, backwards and forwards, or round in circles, in actual streets as well as in the stories he tells. In this respect, his stories can be understood as spatial stories, too, not unlike the ones that Stephanos tells.
Michel de Certeau writes: "What the map cuts up, the story cuts across. In Greek, narration is called 'diegesis': it establishes an itinerary (it 'guides') and it passes through (it 'transgresses')." 45 As they pass through the streets of Washington, DC, and New York City, the two narrators guide and transgress, and in so doing they tell new stories and to the postcolonial experience," but also because "place plays a significant role in how one defines one's own identity and, equally, how that identity is defined by others." 
Notes

